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The effects of sustained and transient responses to inducing lines on the perceived position of nearby 
test lines were measured as constant errors in the vernier alignment of the test lines. The sustained 
response to the continued presence of the inducing lines had no effect on the perceived position of the 
test lines for very small inducing/test-line distances, and a repulsive effect for larger distances. 
Transient responses to the onset of the inducing lines had attractive effects for small distances, whereas 
transient responses to the offset of the inducing lines had repulsive effects for all distances tested. 
Attraction and repulsion effects on perceived position are accounted for by facilitating and inhibiting 
interactions that influence the relative sensitivities of an ensemble of position-selective detecting units. 
Attraction/repulsion Perceived position Spatio-temporal interactions Sustained/transient Vernier 
acuity 
The formation of a visual pattern depends on spatial and 
temporal factors affecting the perceived relative 
positions of the pattern's constituent elements (Foster, 
1979; Foster & Ferraro, 1989). Some of the relevant 
spatio-temporal interactions are studied in this article 
through the ability of human observers to perceive the 
relative positions of line segments in a vernier alignment 
task (Westheimer, 1979). Previous studies of vernier 
alignment have shown that spatial interactions can 
decrease sensitivity to the relative position of pattern 
elements; alignment thresholds for pairs of to-be-aligned 
line segments are raised by the close presence of other 
line segments (Levi, Klein & Aitsebaomo, 1985; 
Westheimer & Hauske, 1975). Previous tudies have also 
provided evidence for systematic shifts in perceived 
position that are observable as constant errors in vernier 
alignment; the positions of to-be-aligned line segments 
are either attracted toward or repulsed away from 
nearby, inducing stimuli (Badcock & Westheimer, 1985a; 
Ganz & Day, 1965). Attraction effects are typically 
observed for small inducing/test-line distances 
(< 3-4 min arc); repulsion effects are typically observed 
for larger inducing/test-line distances. In the present 
article we report the results of experiments demonstrat- 
ing that the attracting and repelling effects of inducing 
lines on the perceived positions of test lines depend as 
well on the transient and sustained responses of the 
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visual system to the onset, continued presence, and offset 
of the inducing lines. Badcock and Westheimer (1985a) 
account for attraction and repulsion effects in terms of 
qualitatively different mechanisms. We propose, as an 
alternative, a single mechanism which integrates 
facilitating and inhibiting interactions among an 
ensemble of position-selective d tecting units. 
The distinction between transient and sustained 
responses has its origin in the electrophysiological study 
of cat ganglion cells (Cleland, Dubin & Levick, 1971). 
Transient onset responses involve a brief period of high, 
"bursting" activity following the abrupt onset of 
stimulation, sustained responses involve a more moder- 
ate, steady-state l vel of activity that is maintained 
during the continuous presence of unchanging stimu- 
lation, and transient offset responses involve a brief 
period of inhibition following the abrupt offset of 
stimulation (Bullier & Norton, i 979: Stevens & Gerstein, 
1976). Experiments addressing the implications of these 
neurophysiological observations for human psycho- 
physical judgments have provided evidence linking 
sensitivity to high spatial frequencies with sustained 
responses to the continuous presence of an unchanging 
stimulus, and sensitivity to low spatial frequencies with 
transient responses to stimulus change (e.g. Kulikowski, 
1971; Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973: Tolhurst, 1973). 
Transient responses to stimulus change appear to be 
especially strong for abrupt stimulus onset (Breitmeyer 
& Julesz, 1975). That is, low frequency contrast 
sensitivity is greater for abrupt han for gradual onset of 
sine gratings, but is the same for abrupt and gradual 
635 
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offset; high frequency contrast sensitivity is unaffected 
by whether onset or offset is abrupt or gradual. 
Badcock and Westheimer (1985a) attributed the repul- 
sion effect obtained for large inducing/test-line distances 
to interactions among luminance-independent features, 
and the attraction effect obtained for small 
inducing/test-line distances to the perceived position of 
the test line being shifted toward the centroid of the 
combined luminance distributions for the two lines. 
Watt (1988) has argued that such centroids are "com- 
puted" by convolving the overall uminance distribution 
with a relatively broad filter sensitive to low spatial 
frequencies, o Breitmeyer and Julesz's (1975) evidence 
for the enhancement of low frequency sensitivity by the 
transient response to abrupt stimulus onset suggests that 
centroids would be computed over greater inducing/test- 
line distances as a result of the abrupt onset of the 
inducing lines. It therefore would be expected on the 
basis of the centroid hypothesis that the attraction effect 
of an inducing line on the perceived position of a nearby 
test line would be enhanced by transient responses to the 
onset of the inducing line. Repulsion effects might then 
be linked with sustained responses to the continued 
presence of unchanging inducing lines and/or transient 
responses to their offset. 
For the perceived position of test lines to be influenced 
by transient responses to the onset of nearby inducing 
lines, the test lines must be presented during the 
relatively brief interval (probably on the order of 
hundreds of milliseconds) soon after detecting units 
stimulated by the inducing lines are at a high, "bursting" 
level of activation. Similarly, for the perceived position 
of test lines to be influenced by sustained responses to the 
continued presence of nearby inducing lines, the test 
lines must be presented when detecting units stimulated 
by the inducing lines are at a steady-state l vel of 
activation. Finally, to observe an effect of transient 
responses to inducing-line-offset on the perceived 
position of the test lines, it is necessary for the test lines 
to be present soon after detecting units that had been 
stimulated by the inducing lines are inhibited (i.e. after 
the inducing lines' offset). 
The experiments reported in this article are similar to 
Badcock and Westheimer's (1985a) experiments in which 
inducing lines were presented alongside to-be-aligned 
test lines. Attraction and repulsion effects were observed 
by Badcock and Westheimer, but because of the simul- 
taneous (500msec) presentation of test and inducing 
lines, the effects of the onset, sustained, and offset 
responses to the inducing lines on the perceived position 
of the test lines were confounded. Thus, it is clear from 
Badcock and Westheimer's study that the distance be- 
tween the inducing and test lines influences whether 
effects on perceived position will be attractive or repul- 
sive, but temporal influences on this spatial interaction 
have not been delineated. The primary empirical 
objective of the present study was therefore to extend 
their paradigm in order to assess the effects of onset, 
sustained, and offset responses to the inducing lines on 
the perceived position of test lines, and to determine 
whether these temporal influences depend on the 
distance between the inducing and test lines. 
EXPERIMENT 1 
This experiment measured the effect of sustained 
responses to continuously present, unchanging inducing 
lines on the perceived positions of nearby test lines 
independent of the onset and offset effects associated 
with transient responses to the inducing lines. The onset 
of the inducing lines preceded the onset of the test lines 
by 3000 msec, and the inducing lines then remained on 
for 1005 msec after the offset of the 495 msec test lines. 
The long, 3000 msec stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) 
was intended to "temporally distance" the visual sys- 
tem's response to the onset of the inducing lines. Delay- 
ing the offset of the inducing lines until 1005 msec after 
the removal of the test lines eliminated any possible 
influence of the offset of the inducing lines on the 
perceived positions of the test lines. The test lines were 
therefore present during a 495 msec interval during 
which it could be assumed that their perceived positions 
were influenced only by sustained responses to the 
continued presence of the inducing lines (this assumption 
was confirmed by the Graded condition, which is 
described below). 
Method 
Subjects. Three subjects with normal or corrected-to- 
normal vision participated in this experiment and the 
experiments which follow. All had extensive prior 
practice in the alignment ask used in this study. 
Stimuli. Stimuli were constructed so that potential 
biases in vernier judgment were eliminated without the 
need for the subtractive comparison of inducing-line and 
no-inducing-line conditions (as was done in Badcock 
and Westheimer's tudy). Four white, vertical line 
segments (0.25 x 6.0 rain arc) were presented on a dark 
background (at the viewing distance of 492 cm, which 
was maintained by a head restraint, 1 pixel on a 
Macintosh II RBG monitor subtended approx. 0.25 min 
arc); two were test lines and two were inducing lines. The 
two vertical test lines were presented one above the other 
in the center of the screen. The initial position of the 
upper test line was either 0.75 or 1.0 min arc to the left 
or right of the lower test line, and the vertical separation 
between the bottom of the upper test line and the top of 
the lower test line was 12.5 rain arc. Waugh and Levi 
(1993) have shown that for gaps this large (i.e. >4 rain 
arc), vernier judgments are based on local sign (i.e. the 
relative position of the lines) rather than orientation 
mechanisms. 
One inducing line was presented to the left of one test 
line (either the upper or lower), and the second inducing 
line was simultaneously presented an equal distance to 
the right of the other test line. The two stimulus 
arrangements are illustrated in Fig. 1. Having both 
arrangements was crucial because combining the results 
obtained for each arrangement eliminated any influence 
of bias in vernier judgment (e.g. a bias to see the test lines 
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as aligned when the top line is shifted to the left relative 
to the bottom line would suggest a repulsion effect if only 
the arrangement in the left panel was presented). 
As in Badcock and Westheimer (1985a), the 
luminance values of the inducing and test lines were 
different (9.25 cd/m 2 for the inducing lines; 32.5 cd/m 2 
for the test lines). This insured that they would not be 
confused when subjects judged the alignment of the test 
lines. The inducing/test-line distances that were tested 
(2.25, 3.75, 5.25, 6,75, or 8.25 min arc) were similar to 
Badcock and Westheimer's (1985a) with the exception of 
their 1.2 min arc separation, which we excluded in order 
to avoid conditions in which the perceptual resolution of 
the inducing and test lines was marginal. As pointed 
out by Badcock and Westheimer (1985b), attraction 
effects based on perceptually continuous luminance 
distributions might have a different basis than attraction 
effects based on perceptually discrete inducing and test 
lines. 
The temporal structure of each trial in the Sustained 
condition is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each trial comprised a
sequence of three frames: only the inducing lines were 
presented for 3000 msec on frame 1, both the test lines 
and inducing lines were presented for 495 msec on frame 
2, and only the inducing lines were presented for 
1005msec on frame 3. The inter-trial interval was 
6000 msec. 
Design. There were three experimental variables: (a) 
inducing/test-line r lation, with six levels (five distances 
between the inducing and test lines plus a version with 
no inducing lines); (b) arrangement, with two levels (one 
inducing line to the left of the upper test line and the 
other to the right of the lower test line, or vice versa); 
and (c) initial misalignment of test lines at the start of 
each block of 10 adjustment trials, with four levels (the 
upper test line was initially shifted 0.75 or 1.00 min arc 
to the left or right of the lower test line). The orthogonal 
combination of these variables produced 48 (6 × 2 x 4) 
initial stimulus configurations. There were six testing 
sessions. Half  the initial configurations were tested 
Inducing Test 
Line Line 
!1 
I I  
Test Inducing 
Line Line 
Test Inducing 
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I I  
!1 
Inducing Test 
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FIGURE 1. The two spatial arrangements of inducing and test lines 
used in all three xperiments. Inducing lines are indicated by gray bars, 
test lines by lack bars. In reality, all lines were white ( he test lines 
were brighter than the inducing lines). 
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0-SOA Condition 
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Experiment 2 
Simultaneous 
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Experiment 3 ~ - -  
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FIGURE 2. The temporal structure of ach experimental tri l in all 
three xperiments. The greater luminance of the test lines (black bars) 
compared with the inducing lines (gray bars) i  indicated by the greater 
height of the black bars. 
during the odd-numbered sessions, half were tested 
during the even-numbered sessions (their order was 
randomized within each session). Each subject herefore 
made a total of 24 alignment judgments for each 
inducing/test-line distance. 
Procedure. Viewing was binocular, with natural 
pupils. Following a brief period of adaptation in the 
darkened test room, the outline of the dark monitor 
screen was visible. Subjects were instructed to fixate in 
the center of the screen (a fixation point was omitted to 
avoid its possible interactions with the inducing and/or 
test lines). Test lines were vertically aligned through a 
discontinuous version of the method of adjustment. 
After each trial in a block of 10 adjustment rials, 
subjects determined whether or not the test lines looked 
aligned. If not, they brought the test lines closer to 
alignment on the next trial by pressing one of two keys 
on the computer keyboard to introduce a 0.25 min arc 
(1 pixel) leftward or rightward change in the position of 
the upper test line. The distance between the inducing 
and test lines remained constant during these 
adjustments. Attractive/repulsive shifts in the perceived 
positions of the test lines were determined by errors in 
the alignment of the test lines in the presence of the two 
inducing lines. 
The Graded condition. The purpose of this condition 
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was to confirm the assumption that the 3000 msec onset 
asynchrony was sufficiently long to eliminate effects of  
the onset of  the inducing lines on the perceived positions 
of  the test lines. It differed from the Sustained condition 
in that the luminance of  the inducing lines was gradually 
decreased to the background luminance long 
(2205 msec) before the appearance of the test lines. 
Effects associated with sustained responses to the 
inducing lines were eliminated because the test lines were 
no longer presented simultaneously with the inducing 
lines. In addition, it was assumed that the reduction of  
inducing-line luminance was sufficiently gradual to also 
eliminate possible effects associated with the abrupt 
offset of  the inducing lines. On this basis, evidence for a 
shift in the perceived position of  the test lines would be 
attributable only to the onset of  the inducing lines. 
The temporal structure of  each trial in the Graded 
condition is illustrated in Fig. 2. The stimulus onset 
asynchrony was again 3000 msec, and the luminance of 
the inducing lines during the first frame (now 195 msec 
in duration) was again 9.25 cd/m 2. During frames 2-6, 
the inducing lines were presented for 120 msec per frame 
with successively reduced luminance (6.5, 4.25, 2.5, 1.25, 
and 0.25 cd/m2). The luminance of  the inducing lines was 
the same as the luminance of  the background uring the 
2205 msec 7th frame (i.e. the screen was blank), and only 
the test lines were presented for the 495 msec 8th frame 
(their luminance was 32.5cd/m 2, as in the Sustained 
condition). All other aspects of  the experiment were as 
in the Sustained condition. 
Results 
Means and SEs for individual subjects, as well as 
overall means, are presented in Fig. 3. In the 3000-SOA, 
Sustained condition the perceived position of  the test 
lines depended on their distance from the inducing lines. 
For relatively large inducing/test-line distances, repul- 
sion effects that were substantially larger than the SE of  
measurement were obtained for all three subjects; i.e. 
there was a shift in the perceived positions of  test lines 
away from the inducing lines. For the smallest 
inducing/test-line distance, two subjects had a small 
attraction effect, and the third had a small repulsion 
effect. On average, there was a very small attraction 
effect of  the inducing lines on the perceived position of  
the test lines; i.e. there was a slight shift in the perceived 
positions of  the test lines toward the inducing lines. 
The results for the Graded condition confirmed that 
the 3000msec onset asynchrony in the Sustained 
condition was sufficient to eliminate possible effects on 
the perceived positions of  the test lines that would be 
attributable to transient responses to the onset of  the 
inducing lines. A shift in the perceived position of  the 
test lines in the Graded condition would have been 
attributable only to transient responses to the onset of  
the inducing lines, but as indicated in Fig. 3, no such 
effect was observed. One subject had a small overall 
repulsion effect, whereas the other two had a slight 
tendency toward attraction. On average, there was no 
systematic effect of  inducing/test-line distance on the 
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FIGURE 3. Experiment l: the effect of the sustained response to the 
inducing lines on the perceived positions of the test lines as a function 
of the inducing/test-line distance (the Sustained condition). Positive 
values indicate an attraction effect; negative values indicate arepulsion 
effect. Vertical bars represent the SE of measurement (based on 24 
measurements). Also included are results for the Graded condition, 
which controls for possible ffects associated with the onset of the 
inducing lines. 
perceived position of  the test lines (at least for effects 
measurable within our experimental resolution), and 
whatever effects were observed were small relative to the 
SE of  measurement, 
Variability in vernier alignment was measured in terms 
of the SD of each subject's responses for each of the 
inducing/test-line distances as well as trials without 
inducing lines (the averages across the participating 
TABLE I. The standard eviation (in sec arc) of vernier alignment 
responses averaged across the three subjects for all three experiments, 
as well as the means across all experimental conditions 
Inducing/test-line-distance (i  min arc) 
None 2.25 3.75 5.25 6.75 8.25 
3000msec SOA (Expt 1) 20.0 24.5 29.9 28.2 27.1 25.3 
Graded condition (Expt 1) 17.1 17.7 26.7 19.9 20.7 21.8 
195msecSOA(Expt 2) 22.6 22.7 27.3 31.7 31.8 34.0 
0msec SOA (Expt 2) 20.8 19.8 24.8 21.7 25.8 29.0 
0msec ISI (Expt 3) 26.4 24.6 25.6 31.6 22.9 39.8 
Means (in secarc) 21.4 21.9 26.9 26.6 25.6 30.0 
"None" designates trials for which there were no inducing lines, SOA 
is the stimulus onset asynchrony of the inducing and test lines, and 
ISI is the time between the offset of the inducing lines and the onset 
of the test lines. 
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subjects are presented in Table 1 for this experiment and 
the experiments which follow). Averaging over all con- 
ditions of all three experiments, there was an increase in 
response variability as a function of inducing/test-line 
distance (the relationship among the standard eviations 
was not consistent for different temporal conditions). 
These results, which involve response variability rather 
than vernier thresholds, are not comparable with results 
based on threshold measurements (Levi et al., 1985; 
Westheimer & Hauske, 1975). 
EXPERIMENT 2 
The results of Expt 1 were consistent with the 
expectation that the attraction effect depends on 
transient responses to the abrupt onset of the inducing 
lines; when the onset effect was eliminated by 
introducing a 3000 msec SOA (so the only effects on the 
test lines were due to sustained responses to the inducing 
lines), the attraction effect obtained by Badcock and 
Westheimer was also eliminated. Only repulsion was 
observed, and then only for relatively large 
inducing/test-line distances. 
The purpose of this experiment was to introduce 
temporal conditions more comparable to Badcock and 
Westheimer's in order to determine whether the 
attraction effect would be restored when the possibility 
of an onset effect was re-introduced. This was done by 
"moving" the onset of the inducing lines temporally 
closer to the onset of the test lines; the stimulus onset 
asynchrony (SOA) was either 0 (as in Badcock and 
Westheimer's experiment) or 195 msec, which made it 
likely that the test lines would be present when their 
perceived positions could be influenced by transient 
responses to the onset of the inducing lines. As in Expt 
1, delaying the offset of the inducing lines until 
1005 msec after the removal of the test lines eliminated 
possible effects of the abrupt offset of the inducing lines 
on the perceived positions of the test lines. Since this 
resulted in the continued presence of the inducing lines 
while the test lines were being presented, it remained 
possible for sustained responses to the inducing lines to 
also influence the perceived positions of the test lines. 
The effect of the abrupt onset of the inducing lines on 
the perceived positions of the test lines was therefore 
assessed by contrasting the results obtained in this 
experiment (onset as well as sustained effects were 
anticipated) with those obtained in the sustained con- 
dition of Expt 1 (for which onset effects were eliminated). 
Method 
There were only two frames per trial in the 0-SOA 
condition: both inducing and test lines were presented 
during frame 1 (duration = 495 msec), and only the 
inducing lines were presented for 1005msec during 
frame 2. In the 195-SOA condition, only the inducing 
lines were presented during the first frame 
(duration = 195msec), both inducing and test lines 
were presented uring the second frame (duration = 
495 msec), and only the inducing lines were presented 
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F IGURE 4. Experiment 2: the combined effects of the sustained and 
transient onset responses to the inducing lines on the perceived 
positions of the test lines as a function of the inducing/test-line distance 
for the 0-SOA and 195-SOA conditions. Included in the upper graph 
are the mean position judgments from the Sustained condition of Expt 
1. Positive values indicate an attraction effect; negative values indicate 
a repulsion effect. Vertical bars represent he SE of measurement 
(based on 24 measurements). 
during the third frame (duration= 1005msec). The 
temporal structures for both conditions are illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The experiment was otherwise identical to 
Expt 1. 
Results 
As in Expt 1, repulsion effects that were substantially 
larger than the SE of measurement were obtained for all 
three subjects when the inducing/test-line distance was 
relatively large (Fig. 4). There was, however, no consist- 
ency with regard to whether epulsion was stronger in 
the 0-SOA or 195-SOA conditions. In contrast with the 
results obtained in Expt 1, attraction effects that were 
substantially larger than the SE of measurement were 
obtained for all three subjects for the smallest induc- 
ing/test-line distance. In addition, the magnitude of the 
attraction effect was greater in the 0-SOA compared with 
the 195-SOA condition for all three subjects. The 
attraction and repulsion effects obtained in the 0-SOA 
condition were approximately twice the size of those 
reported by Badcock and Westheimer under similar 
temporal conditions, presumably because of the 
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combined effects of the two inducing lines in the present 
design (although the greater vertical separation of the 
test lines in our experiments might also have contributed 
to the enhanced attraction/repulsion effects). 
The overall means for SOAs of 0, 195 (Expt 2), and 
3000 msec (Expt 1) are compared in the upper graph of 
Fig. 4. All three conditions were alike with respect o the 
potential effect of the sustained response to the inducing 
lines on the perceived positions of the test lines; in each 
condition there was a 495 msec interval during which 
both the inducing and test lines were presented 
simultaneously. This resulted in similarly large repulsion 
effects of the inducing lines on the perceived positions of 
the test lines for the large inducing/test-line distances. 
However, the three conditions differed with respect o 
SOA, and therefore, the "temporal distance" of transient 
responses to the onset of the inducing lines from the 
interval during which the test lines were present. As the 
SOA was decreased, attraction effects of increased 
magnitude were obtained for the smallest inducing/test- 
line distance (2.25 min arc). The smaller attraction effect 
in the 195-SOA compared with the 0-SOA condition was 
presumably due to the magnitude of responses to the 
onset of the inducing lines diminishing during the 
195 msec interval preceding the appearance of the test 
lines. 
Additional results 
Since the 195-SOA condition was tested prior to the 
0-SOA condition in this experiment, it was possible that 
obtained differences in the magnitude of the attraction 
effect were due to differences in practice. To rule out this 
possibility, an additional experiment was conducted in 
which only the 2.25 rain arc inducing/test-line distance 
was tested, and trials with SOAs of 0, 195, and 495 msec 
were randomly mixed. 
The results indicated once again that the magnitude of 
the attraction effect increases as the onset of the inducing 
lines is brought temporally closer to the interval during 
which the test lines are presented (Table 2). The 
difference in the size of the attraction effect in the 0-SOA 
and 195-SOA conditions was substantially greater than 
the SE of measurement for both KE and HH, but the 
difference between the 195-SOA and 495-SOA 
conditions was well within the SE for HH. The attrac- 
tion effect that remained in the 495-SOA condition was 
TABLE 2. Experiment 2 (additional results): 
attraction effects (in sec arc) for the randomly 
mixed 0-SOA, 195-SOA, and 495-SOA 
conditions 
0-SOA 195-SOA 495-SOA 
KE 31.5(3.0) 19.8(3.6) 13.5(4.7) 
HH 20.3(6.9) 12.3(6.0) 11.0(6.6) 
Mean 25.9(5.0) 16.1(4.8) 12.3(5.7) 
Standard errors based on 32 judgements are 
presented in parentheses. The distance be- 
tween the inducing the test lines was 2.25 min 
arc. 
TABLE 3. Experiment 2 (additional results): repulsion 
effects (in sec arc) for the Simultaneous Offset and Sequen- 
tial Offset conditions 
Simultaneous Offset Sequential Offset 
Subject condition condition 
KE -29.4 (3.7) -30.7 (4.3) 
GB - 12.1 (4.9) -20.0 (4.2) 
JS -22.5 (4.1) -25.9 (4.5) 
Mean -21.3 (4.2) -25.5 (4.3) 
Standard errors based on 24 judgements are presented in 
parentheses. The distance between the inducing and test 
lines was 8.25 min arc. 
substantially greater than the SE of measurement for 
both subjects. 
Finally, an experiment was conducted to confirm that 
the continued presence of the inducing lines after the 
offset of the test lines was not influencing position 
judgments in the previous experiments. In the Sequential 
Offset condition, which was as in the preceding 0-SOA 
experiment, the inducing lines remained on for 
1005msec after the offset of the test lines. In the 
Simultaneous Offset condition the SOA was again 
0 msec and the inducing and test lines were presented at 
their "standard" luminance values for 495msec. 
Thereupon, the luminance of the test lines was gradually 
reduced to that of the inducing lines over a series of six 
30 msec frames, then the luminance was gradually re- 
duced simultaneously for the test and inducing lines over 
six more 30 msec frames. In this way, both the abrupt 
offset of the inducing lines and their continued presence 
in the absence of the test lines were eliminated (the 
temporal structure for the Simultaneous Offset condition 
is illustrated in Fig. 2). The inducing/test-line distance 
was 8.25min for both the Sequential Offset and 
Simultaneous Offset conditions. 
The results replicated the previously observed 
repulsion effects, and the size of the effect was, on 
average, similar in the Sequential Offset and 
Simultaneous Offset conditions (Table 3). Repulsion 
effects substantially larger than the SE of measurement 
were obtained in the Simultaneous Offset condition for 
all three subjects, and the difference between the Simul- 
taneous and Sequential Offset conditions was greater 
than the SE of measurement only for GB. Thus, there 
was no indication that the continued presence of the 
inducing line after the offset of the test line was respon- 
sible for the observed shifts in perceived position in the 
previous experiments. 
EXPERIMENT 3 
The results of Expt 2 indicated that transient 
responses to the onset of the inducing lines resulted in 
the attraction of the perceived positions of the test lines 
toward the inducing lines, but only for small 
inducing/test-line distances. The purpose of this 
experiment was to determine whether effects on the 
perceived position of the test lines would result from 
transient responses to the offset of the inducing lines. As 
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in Expt 1, the onset of the inducing lines preceded the 
onset of the test lines by 3000 msec, minimizing possible 
effects associated with transient responses to the onset of 
the inducing lines. Since the test lines were presented 
during a 495 msec interval immediately following the 
removal of the inducing lines, it could be assumed that 
their perceived positions were influenced only by 
transient responses resulting from the offset of the 
inducing lines. 
Method 
The inducing lines were presented for 3000 msec in 
frame 1, and the test lines were presented for 495 msec 
in frame 2. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was 0 msec 
(the temporal structure is illustrated in Fig. 2). The 
experiment was otherwise identical to the preceding 
experiments. 
Results 
As in the preceding experiments, repulsion effects 
that were substantially larger than the SE of measure- 
ment were obtained for all three subjects when the 
inducing/test-line distance was relatively large (Fig. 5). 
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FIGURE 5. Experiment 3: the effect of the transient offset r sponse 
to the inducing lines on the perceived positions of the test lines as a 
function of the inducing/test-line distance. Included in the upper graph 
are the mean position judgments from the Sustained condition of Expt 
1. Positive values indicate an attraction effect; negative values indicate 
a repulsion effect. Vertical barsrepresent the SE of measurement 
(based on 24 measurements). 
In contrast with the preceding experiments, repulsion 
effects of similar magnitude (also substantially larger 
than the SE) were also obtained for the smaller induc- 
ing/test-line distances. Means for the 0-ISI, Offset con- 
dition are compared in the upper graph of Fig. 5 with 
means obtained in the Sustained condition of Expt 1. 
These conditions were identical with regard to the 
3000 msec SOA, so they differed only with respect o 
whether the inducing lines were removed before or after 
the presentation of the test lines. The comparison shows 
that the repulsion effect obtained for the smallest induc- 
ing/test-line distance was attributable to the offset of the 
inducing lines prior to the presentation of the test lines. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The experiments reported in this article have provided 
evidence for a specific spatio-temporal interaction in the 
effects of inducing lines on the perceived positions of 
nearby test lines. For relatively large distances between 
the inducing and test lines, there was no apparent 
temporal effect. That is, repulsion was obtained regard- 
less of whether the temporal conditions were suitable for 
transient and/or sustained responses to the onset, 
continued presence, and offset of the inducing lines to 
have influenced the perceived positions of the test lines. 
In contrast, temporal effects were of critical importance 
for the smallest inducing/test-line distance. An attraction 
effect was obtained for the smallest distance when the 
onset of the inducing lines was temporally close to the 
interval during which the test lines were present, and a 
repulsion effect was obtained when the offset of the 
inducing lines immediately preceded the interval during 
which the test lines were present. In the absence of 
transicnt responses to the onset or offset of the inducing 
lines (i.e. under conditions of sustained responding), 
there was neither attraction nor repulsion for the 
smallest distance. 
The centroid hypothesis 
As indicated earlier, Badcock and Westheimer (1985a) 
have proposed that attraction effects are the result of 
position judgments being based on the centroid of the 
combined luminance distributions of the inducing and 
test lines, whereas repulsion effects are based on 
luminance-independent interactions between inducing 
and test lines. The results of Expt 2 were consistent with 
the centroid hypothesis. Transient responses to the onset 
of the inducing lines could have enhanced sensitivity to 
broad, low spatial frequency filters (Breitmeyer & Julesz, 
1975), increasing the likelihood that the perceived 
positions of the closely spaced inducing and test lines 
would be based on the centroid of their luminance 
distributions (Watt, 1988). 
However, a potential difficulty with this account 
comes from Rivest and Cavanagh's (1992) evidence for 
attraction effects among simultaneously presented 
contours defined by qualitatively different attributes (e.g. 
a luminance-defined contour attracts color- or motion- 
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defined contours).* Attraction effects in this case could 
not be the result of shifts toward the centroid of the overall 
luminance distribution. Hence, the centroid mechanism 
proposed by Badcock and Westheimer (1985a) is either 
limited to luminance-defined contours, or it functions at a 
more abstract, attribute-invariant level of processing 
(Rivest & Cavanagh, 1992). For example, the perceived 
positions of inducing and test lines might be based on the 
centroid of distributions related to the probable location 
of each line (Kinchla & Allan, 1969). However, this sort of 
attribute-invariant version of the centroid hypothesis 
contradicted by results obtained by Badcock and West- 
heimer (1985a) when a darker-than-background inducing 
line was presented alongside a lighter-than-background 
test line. Although attraction would be expected for small 
distances between the inducing and test line on the basis of 
an attribute-invariant centroid mechanism, Badcock and 
Westheimer obtained repulsion effects at all inducing/ 
test-line distances. 
Other models 
Accounting for the effects of inducing lines on the 
perceived position of test lines in the context of a vernier 
alignment task requires a mechanism that can also pro- 
duce hyperacuity levels of performance. Thus, single-unit 
mechanisms can account for hyperacuity in vernier align- 
ment (e.g. Marr & Hildreth, 1980; Watt & Morgan, 1985; 
Shapley & Victor, 1986; Wilson, 1986), but cannot also 
account for induced shifts in perceived position. In con- 
trast, a model based on the integrated response of an 
ensemble of position-selective detecting units can account 
for both. For example, Paradiso (1988) has shown how an 
ensemble model could account for orientation sensitivity 
that far exceeds the tuning width of individual, orien- 
tation-selective cortical cells (Andrews, Butcher & Buck- 
ley, 1973), as well as induced shifts in the perceived 
orientation oftest lines (Blake, Holopigian &Jauch, 1985). 
Most of the other models generated to account for 
attractive/repulsive spatial interactions also have been 
*Yeh, Chen, De Valois, and De Valois (1992), using an aftereffect 
paradigm similar to the Offset condition of Expt 3, have found 
evidence of repulsion between luminance- and color-defined Gaus- 
sian blobs. Thus, interactions between visual elements defined by 
qualitatively different attributes do not necessarily result in the 
attraction of their perceived positions, as in Rivest and Cavanagh 
(1992). The temporal relationship between the presentation of the 
inducing and test lines remains crucial in distinguishing attraction 
and repulsion effects. 
tAlthough the model is most easily framed in terms of retinal distances, 
a more elaborate version could incorporate eye position information 
in order for distances to be defined objectively (Zipser & Anderson, 
1988). This could be a necessary feature given the likely occurrence of 
eye movements during each of our experimental trials. 
:]:Grossberg (1987) has made a similar proposal regarding the inhibitory 
interactions responsible for repulsion effects. He describes a short- 
range competitive (inhibitory) interaction among like-oriented cells 
corresponding to nearby locations. In contrast with our 
approach, however, he follows Badcock and Westheimer (1985a) in 
proposing that attraction is based on luminance averaging. 
§The combination of facilitating and inhibiting interactions i  additive in 
Fig. 6, but the strength of the inhibiting (l) interaction may be 
nonlinearly related to the strength of the facilitating (F) interaction, 
e.g. 1 = F ~2. 
concerned with perceived orientation. In many of these 
models (e.g. Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973: O'Toole & 
Wenderoth, 1977) it is argued that the perceived 
orientation of a test line is based on the summation of the 
excitation produced by the test line and the excitation 
and/or inhibition produced by contextual stimuli. Gilbert 
and Wiesel (1990), however, have shown that contextual 
stimuli can influence the activity (either positively or 
negatively), the preferred orientation, and/or the orienta- 
tional band width of a cortical receptive field, without 
themselves producing activation in the receptive field 
(they fall outside the classically-defined receptive field). 
Thus, the activity produced by the context was not simply 
a ditive with activity produced by test stimuli falling 
within the receptive field. Gilbert and Wiesel's (1990) 
results indicate instead that the effect of the context was 
on the receptive field's sensitivity. 
Proposed (fferential gradient model 
On the basis of potential challenges to the centroid 
hypothesis, as well as the need for a mechanism that can 
account for both hyperacuity levels of vernier alignment 
and attractive/repulsive shifts in perceived position, we 
propose an alternative, single-mechanism explanation of
both attraction and repulsion. Consistent with Gilbert 
and Wiesel's (1990) results, contextual influences are 
accounted for by their effect on the sensitivity of an 
ensemble of overlapping, position-selective d tecting 
units. Each unit has both facilitating and inhibiting lateral 
connections with every other unit, but the influence of 
facilitating interactions declines with distance at a greater 
rate than the decline in influence of inhibiting interactions 
(hence the term "differential gradient"). A general model 
with a similar structure was described some time ago by 
Wilson and Cowan (1973), and more recently a version 
has been proposed by Somers, Nelson and Sur (1993) to 
account for the orientation tuning of cortical cells. Still 
another version has been formulated by Hock and Balz 
(1994). It accounts for the self-organization f spatially 
and temporally coherent motion patterns in terms of 
differential gradients of facilitating and inhibiting inter- 
actions among an ensemble of direction-selective motion 
detectors. 
In the present article, context effects on perceived 
position are explained through facilitating and inhibiting 
interactions initiated by the presentation f the inducing 
lines. The effect of these interactions i to modify the 
sensitivities of the position-selective d tecting units that 
determine the perceived positions of the test lines.? The 
relatively steep distance-gradient of facilitating inter- 
actions is the proposed basis for the attraction effects of 
the inducing lines on the perceived position of the test lines, 
wheras the relatively shallow distance-gradient of inhibit- 
ing interactions i the proposed basis for the repulsion 
effects of the inducing lines on the perceived position of the 
test lines.~: The combination of facilitating and inhibiting 
interactions, which is illustrated in Fig. 6, can be charac- 
terized as an ensemble sensitivity function. This function 
constitutes the inducing-line determined neural context in 
which the positions of the test lines are perceived.§ 
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FIGURE 6. Gradients of facilitating and inhibiting interaction (as- 
suming the inducing line is to the left), and the combination of 
facilitating/inhibiting i teractions constituting the ensemble s nsitivity 
function. The gradients are tentatively assumed to be exponential 
functions imilar to those associated with neural space constants 
(Rushton. 1937). It is referred to as a differential gradient model in that 
the decline in interactive strength as a function of distance is steeper 
for the facilitating than the inhibiting interaction. 
A second feature of the model, as well as the version 
proposed for motion perception by Hock and Balz, is 
that the relative strength of competing facilitating and 
inhibiting interactions can vary as a result of temporal 
factors. It is proposed that both facilitating and inhibit- 
ing interactions among the units of the ensemble (with 
their differential gradients) are activated during the 
continued presence of the inducing lines, that transient 
responses at inducing-line onset result in the short-term 
enhancement of facilitating relative to inhibiting 
interactions, and finally, that the longer persistence of 
inhibiting interactions following inducing-line offset re- 
sults in the short-term enhancement of inhibiting relative 
to facilitating interactions. 
A simplified, three-unit version of an ensemble 
(shown in Fig. 7) illustrates how non-uniform sensitivity 
within an ensemble of overlapping, position-selective 
detecting units could result in attraction and repulsion 
effects. The baseline state of the ensemble is represented 
in the upper graph by three position-selective units 
having equal sensitivity. The middle graph shows how an 
inducing line presented to the left might reduce the 
relative sensitivities of nearby position-selective units 
through inhibiting interactions that decline in strength 
with increasing distance from the inducing line. A test 
line presented in the center of the middle unit would then 
stimulate that unit, as well as the overlapping units to the 
left and right, but because the unit on the left is less 
sensitive due to the inhibitory interaction with units 
responding to the inducing line, its response to the 
test line will not be as strong as the unit on the right. As 
a result, the integrated response of the three-unit 
ensemble will shift the perceived position of the test line 
to the right (repulsion). The opposite effect, attraction, 
would result in the same manner for a test line presented 
in the center of the three-unit ensemble shown in the 
lower graph. The latter assumes that an inducing line 
presented to the left enhances the sensitivity of nearby 
position-selective units through facilitating interactions 
that decrease in strength with increasing distance from 
the inducing line. 
Thus, the perceived position of a test line depends on 
the slope of the ensemble sensitivity function in the 
vicinity of the stimulating test line. The result will be 
repulsion if the slope is positive and attraction if the 
slope is negative (assuming in both cases that the 
inducing line is to the left of the test line). The steeper 
the slope, the greater the magnitude of the attraction or 
repulsion effect. A fiat slope would not result in any shift 
in perceived position. 
Sustained effect. Experiment 1showed that the contin- 
ued, unchanging presence of the inducing lines in the 
3000-SOA condition had little effect on the perceived 
position of the test lines for the smallest (2.25 min arc) 
Test 
Line 
Baseline 
Sensitivity 
Inducing 
Line 
Test 
Line 
Baseline 
Sensitivity 
Inducing 
Line 
Test 
Line 
Baseline 
Sensitivity 
FIGURE 7. A simplified three-unit version of the ensemble model 
(baseline sensitivity is indicated in the upper graph) which illustrates 
how inhibiting interactions that decline in strength with distance 
produce repulsion effects (middle graph), and facilitating interactions 
that decline in strength with distance produce attraction effects 
(lower graph). 
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FIGURE 8. The differential gradient model can account for the 
experimental observations in terms of the slope of the ensemble 
sensitivity function in the vicinity of the test lines. Assuming the 
inducing line is on the left, a slope near zero results in neither attraction 
nor repulsion (the 2.25 rain arc distance inthe upper graph), anegative 
slope results in the attraction of the perceived positions of the test lines 
(the 2.25 min arc distance in the middle graph), and a positive slope 
results in the repulsion of the perceived positions of the test lines (the 
2.25 min arc distance in the lower graph, and e.g. the 6.75 min arc 
distance for all three graphs). 
inducing/test-line distance, and a repulsion effect that 
increased, then declined slightly with distance. In terms 
of the proposed model (see upper graph of Fig. 8), this 
implies that the slope of the ensemble sensitivity function 
was close to zero for the 2.25 rain arc distance, whereas 
it was positive for larger distances, where the inhibiting 
gradient predominates (assuming the inducing line is on 
the left). The differential gradient model predicts that 
attraction effects are possible in the 3000-SOA condition 
for smaller inducing/test-line distances than tested in this 
study (where the slope of the ensemble sensitivity 
function is negative). 
Onset effect. The differential gradient model attributes 
the attraction effect observed in Expt 2 for small induc- 
ing/test-line distances to transient increases in excitatory 
responses to inducing lines following their abrupt onset. 
*Apparent motion was perceived for all inducing/test-line distances 
tested in the Offset condition, including the 24.8 rain arc distance, 
for which the repulsion effect was eliminated. It does not appear, 
therefore, that the repulsion effect on perceived position was caused 
by the perception of apparent motion. 
As a result of these transients, the facilitating inter- 
actions responsible for the negative slope of the ensemble 
sensitivity function more strongly predominate over the 
inhibiting interactions responsible for the positive slope 
(again assuming the inducing line is to the left). The net 
effect, as illustrated in the middle graph of Fig. 8, is for 
the slope of the ensemble sensitivity function to be 
negative for the smallest (2.25 rain arc) distance tested, 
resulting in the attraction of the perceived position of the 
test lines. However, for larger inducing/test-line 
distances, the slope soon flattens to zero and then 
becomes positive, so attraction effects are limited to 
small interactive distances, and then replaced by 
repulsion effects for larger distances. 
Offset effect. Experiment 3 demonstrated that the 
offset of the inducing lines shifted the perceived position 
of the test lines in the direction away from the inducing 
lines. The size of this repulsion effect was similar for all 
the distances that were tested. This can be accounted for 
in the model by the longer persistence of inhibiting 
compared with facilitating interactions following the 
offset of the inducing lines. The resulting ensemble 
sensitivity function is illustrated in the lower graph of 
Fig. 8. Because of the predominance of the relatively 
shallow inhibitory gradient, the slope of the ensemble 
sensitivity function is positive and relatively constant 
for all interactive distances studied in Expt 3 (up to 
8.25 min arc), accounting for the observed distance- 
invariant repulsion effects. It should be noted, however, 
that the slope of the exponential function proposed 
for the inhibiting gradient would asymptote at zero 
for larger interactive distances. The predicted iminution 
and elimination of the repulsion effect was verified at 
an inducing/test distance of 16,5min arc (the 
average repulsion effect for GB and KE was 5.6 sec arc) 
and at an inducing/test distance of 24.8 min arc (the 
average effect for GB and KE was slightly attractive: 
2.3 sec arc).* 
Ganz and Day's (1965) results. The differential 
gradient model accounts for the offset effect obtained in 
Expt 3 by the longer persistence of inhibiting compared 
with facilitating interactions following the offset of the 
inducing lines. However, when the inducing stimulus 
produces an especially strong excitatory response, facil- 
itating interactions could have an influence on the 
perceived position of nearby test lines despite their 
relatively rapid decline following stimulus offset. This 
was the case in Ganz and Day's study. They obtained 
attraction effects in a paradigm similar to that of Expt 
3 when their inducing stimulus was sufficiently bright 
and its distance from the test line was very small (3 min 
arc). When their inducing stimulus was relatively dim, as 
in Expt 3, repulsion was obtained even for the 3 min arc 
inducing/test-line distance, as in Expt 3. 
It is also noteworthy that Ganz and Day (1965) found 
that the presence of their inducing stimulus raised 
detection thresholds for their test lines with the same 
spatial and temporal conditions that produced attraction 
effects. Raised thresholds, which are indicative of 
inhibiting interactions, are not necessarily inconsistent 
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with attraction effects. Although the attraction of the 
perceived positions of the test lines requires the presence 
of facilitating interactions, our model specifies that the 
occurrence of attraction and repulsion depends on the 
slope of the ensemble sensitivity function, not on 
whether there is net facilitation or net inhibition. 
The middle panel of Fig. 8, which models the results 
for the O-SOA condition of Expt 2, provides an 
example of how attraction can occur when the combined 
facilitating/inhibiting interaction is inhibiting. To 
further demonstrate this point, we have collected 
preliminary threshold data in our 0-SOA condition 
which parallels Ganz and Day's (1965) results. That is, 
detection thresholds for the test lines were raised when 
the inducing lines were at a distance (2.25 min arc) for 
which they attract the perceived positions of the test 
lines. 
Effects q[ attribute-polarity 
The differential gradient model can be elaborated to 
account for same-polarity vs opposite-polarity inter- 
actions. When contours are defined within the same 
attribute and are detected by units with similar selectivity 
(e.g. the luminance polarity of the contours is the same), 
there appear to be competitive facilitating and inhibiting 
interactions among the units; facilitation tends to pre- 
dominate for relatively small interactive distances 
whereas inhibition tends to predominate for relatively 
large interactive distances (in the present article we have 
studied temporal influences on these interactions). 
However, when contours are defined within the same 
attribute but by detecting units with opposing selectivity 
(e.g. opposite luminance polarity), inhibition may 
predominate for virtually all interactive distances. Thus, 
Badcock and Westheimer found that the perceived 
position of contours defined by lightness was repelled by 
contours defined by darkness for all the inducing/test- 
line distances they tested. 
We are presently investigating the generality of this 
attribute-polarity effect. For simultaneously presented 
inducing and test contours and small interactive 
distances, contours defined by non-complimentary (non- 
antagonistic) colors might be attractive, whereas 
contours defined by complimentary (antagonistic) colors 
might be repulsive. Similarly, contours defined by 
motion in the same direction might be attractive, 
whereas contours defined by motion in opposite 
directions might be repulsive. 
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